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LOT # QTY

1Auction Policies1

A framed limited Edition 1996 Captains of the Frontier #129/200
featuring autographs from the four Star Trek Captains: Kate
Mulgrew (Kathryn Janeway), Avery Brooks (Benjamin Sisko),
Patrick Stewart (Jean-Luc Picard), William Shatner (James T. Kirk).
Measures approximately 26 1/4" x 20 1/4". This item comes with
the accompanying Certificate of Authenticity. The frame is in
overall good condition but does have light display wear through
slight scratches on the plastic front.

1Star Trek Captains W/ Autographs COA2

This lot features a 1940's clamshell style ViewMaster and
miscellaneous ViewMaster Reels. The Clamshell ViewMaster is in
okay condition, with scratches and paint/and or plastic chipping
around the eye sockets of the viewfinder. The Viewmaster still
mostly functions and comes in an original ViewMaster box that is in
decent condition. The box shows signs of use, scratches, taped
corners, and some shallow denting. The Miscellaneous reels vary
from decade and come in an assortment of conditions. Some reels
come in sleeves where as others are loose. Please see pictures for
further detailed conditions.

140's ViewMaster Lot3

A 1925 Crossing the Equator Domain of Neptunus Rex certificate
issued July 6th, 1925. This item, with the frame, measures
approximately 26 1/2" x 21". The condition of the certificate itself is
overall good, but there are signs of aging and staining toward the
bottom, as well, the seal has slight cracking down the middle. The
frame is also in overall good condition with light storage wear being
evident. See pictures for further condition details.

11925 Crossing the Equator Certificate4

This lot features a 1930's Travel Pak edition ViewMaster, a
Sawyer's 7 Wonders of the World reel, and miscellaneous reels
from multiple decades. The Travel Pak viewmaster is in good
condition with minimal to no surface scratches, working trigger
mechanism, and comes in its original packaging. The box is in
good condition with signs of age and wear to the box's opening
flap. Sawyer's 7 Wonders of the World reel of Glacier National Park
is in okay condition. The reel film shows signs of warping and

130's - 70's ViewMaster Lot5
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aging. The reel is in its original gold envelope sleeve which is in
good condition as well with wear and light creasing around the
envelope seams. The miscellaneous reels vary in age and
conditions, but all come in sleeves. Please see photos for further
detailed conditions. You get all pictured.

Three vintage View-Masters from various years. Includes two beige
GAF View-Finders and one blue 3D View-Masters which comes
with a Sesame Street reel. The condition varies from item to item,
all items have light scratching throughout the plastic of the body,
but the GAF Lighted Viewer has breaks in the plastic on the top
reel protector and there is writing on this item as well. See pictures
for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Vintage View-Master Lot of (3)6

This lot features two 1950's TruVue viewfinders and 9 reels. The
1950's TruVues are in good condition with signs of light play wear
such as minimal surface scratches. The 9 reels come in their own
boxes that each vary in condition. The reel boxes appear to mostly
be in a decent condition with signs of wear around the box seams
and signs of storage. Please see pictures for further detailed
conditions.

1TruVue Viewer and Reel Lot7

A Simpson Model 260 VOM to monitor fluctuating trends and rates
within electricity. Measures approximately 7" x 5 1/2" x 3 1/2". This
unit is in overall fine condition, however it is untested as it requires
a fuse and battery, there are signs of moderate storage wear with
blemishes and scratches in the metal, and there are broken edges
at the vertices of the device. See pictures for further condition
details.

1Simpson Model 260 VOM8

This lot features a Canon FD 50 Extension tube and a 50mm
Cannon Lens cap. This is an extension tube, not a lens. Extension
tube is in decent condition with light surface scratches to the tube's
cap and barrel. Stickers on tube show signs of age and are starting
to peel. The tube comes in a leather case that is in very good
condition and shows minimal signs of wear and age. Canon 50mm
lens cap is in good condition with light scratches and signs of use.
Please see pictures for further detailed conditions. You get
everything pictured.

1Vintage Canon Lot of (2)9
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This listing includes one Doctor Max Pocket Microscope by
Restoration Hardware and a vintage set of 60 Prepared Slides from
Sears. All 60 slides are included in the Sears prepared slides, with
sets of 12 slides being contained in 5 categories of: Bacteria, Bee
& Butterfly, Blood, Tiny Creatures, and Sea Life. The Doctor Max
Pocket Microscope is new in box as the item is still sealed,
however, the box has light storage wear. The set of slides appear
to be in overall good condition, however, the external box has
heavy wear as three exterior flaps are missing and there is denting
and water damage visible throughout the box. The boxes
containing the slides has light wear but some sets (like the Tiny
Creatures) have staining and light signs of storage wear. See
pictures for further condition details.

1Pocket Microscope & Slides Lot of (2)10

This lot features a 1950's Crystar Mini Spy Camera from Japan.
This 2inch by 1inch camera is in decent condition in its original box.
Functionality of the camera is untested, and does not include film.
The camera shows signs of aging and has light scratching on the
metal pieces. The box is in decent condition and shows signs of
wear and aging on the opening flap and around the box's seams.
Instructions for the camera are included. Please see pictures for
further detailed conditions.

1Crystar Mini Spy Camera11

This aquatic suspension feeder fossil was found in Iowa. The
specimen and slab measures approximately 3 1/2" x 2" x 1" and is
in overall good condition, however, a crack is present from the back
that slightly leads to the front of the slab. See pictures for further
condition details.

1Fossilized Crinoid Specimen12

This lot features two vintage ViewMasters, a ViewMaster Light
Attachment, and various reels including 3 Sawyer's 7 Wonders of
the World reel. The Brown 1940's ViewMaster is functional and in
good condition with light signs of wear and scratches. The
ViewMaster with Light Attachment comes assembled in good
condition with very minimal signs of use and is stored in its original
box. The box is missing the cord attachments, but is in good
condition with signs of age wear and usage around the seams of
the box. The reels vary in condition but consistently show a
warping in the paper of the reel Each reel comes in its own
envelope that are mostly in good condition with signs of age around
the seams. Please see pictures for further detail of condition. You
get everything pictured.

1Sawyer ViewMaster and Reel Lot13

Four trilobite specimens ranging in size with the largest trilobite
measuring approximately 1" in length. All trilobites are in overall
great condition, however, we are unsure how old each individual
specimen is. See pictures for further condition details. You get all
pictured.

1Fossilized Trilobites Lot of (4)14
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This lot features a functional vintage ViewMaster reel projector and
a various plethora of reels. The projector bulb still functions and the
machine is in decent condition. It is without box and shows signs of
age and wear with light scratching and some warping near the grill.
All reels vary in condition and are in their own envelopes. Please
see pictures for further detailed conditions. You get everything
pictured.

1ViewMaster Projector and Reel Lot15

Including a polished half of a green agate with druzy crystals,
citrine, two halves of a split geode, a quartz crystal point and a
tumbled and polished tiger's eye. All items are in overall great
condition, however, there are light scratches visible on the polished
face of the agate. See pictures for further condition details. You get
all pictured.

1Gem and Mineral Lot of (4)16

This lot features over 50 ViewMaster reels, all which vary in
condition. This lot is reels only, and does not contain a ViewMaster
viewfinder. Reels come in their own sleeves with vary in condition
but overall are in good condition with signs of age. Please see
pictures for further detailed conditions. You get everything pictured.

1ViewMaster Reel Lot of over (50)17

Five trilobite specimens ranging in size with the largest trilobite
measuring approximately 1 1/2" in length. All trilobites are in overall
great condition, however, we are unsure how old each individual
specimen is. See pictures for further condition details. You get all
pictured.

1Fossilized Trilobites Lot of (5)18

This lot features a vintage ViewMaster, a Sawyer's 7 Wonders of
the World reel, and various other reels. The 1940's ViewMaster is
functional and in good condition with light signs of wear and
scratches. The ViewMaster is stored in its original box which is in
good condition with signs of age wear and usage around the seams
of the box. The reels vary in condition and are stored in their own
sleeves that are mostly in good condition with signs of age around
the seams. Please see pictures for further detail of condition. You
get everything pictured.

1Sawyer ViewMaster and Reel Lot19

Featuring two separate clusters of pyrite, botryoidal hematite, and
native copper from the Keweenaw Peninsula in Michigan. The
native copper measures approximately 3" x 1 1/2" for size
reference. All pieces are in overall great condition but there is light
scratching on the square cluster of pyrite and oxidization shown on
the hematite and copper. See pictures for further condition details.
You get all pictured.

1Mineral Lot of (4)20
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This lot features two 1940's Sawyer BAKELITE ViewMasters that
are functional both in good condition with light wear, scratches and
signs of aging. One ViewMaster comes out of box and one is in a
ViewMaster original box that is in decent condition with signs of
wear, slight dents , and scratches. Reels vary in condition and are
in their own envelopes that are in plastic sleeves. Please see
pictures for further detailed conditions. You get everything pictured.

1Sawyer's ViewMaster and Reel Lot21

This lot features a 1960's SILVA 15T RANGER compass and a
Military Survival Lensatic Compass, both in good condition. The
SILVA compass is in good condition with very minimal scratches to
the plastic backing on the compass and mirror. Red cord shows no
sign of fraying. Military compass is in great condition with little to
no scratches on the plastic casing or compass. Please see pictures
for further detailed conditions. You get both compasses.

1Compass Lot of (2)22

This lot features a 1960's Mekano Spotron Professional Exposure
Meter and Honeywell Elmo Zoom Grip. The Spotron in is decent
condition but is untested for functionality. There is some where on
the equipment, such as peeled off stickers and use wear on the
edges. The Honeywell zoom grip is untested for functionality as
well. The grip is in okay condition, and is missing a button from the
front panel. Zoom grip has some scratches and scuffs. Please see
pictures for further detail on conditions.

160's Camera Equipment and Zoom Grip23

Two trilobite fossil specimens of varying sizes. The larger of the
two measures approximately 3" x 2". Both are in overall great
quality but have light signs of storage wear. You get all pictured.

1Fossilized Trilobites Lot of (2)24

This lot features 4 varying types of shark teeth, most likely
Megalodon or Angustidens. The largest tooth does show chipping
to the enamel of the tooth, but overall teeth vary in conditions.
Please see pictures for further detailed conditions. You get all
pictured.

1Shark Teeth Lot of (4)25

This lot features a 1940's Taylor Fishing Guide Barometer, Flotz
Deluxe Fly Line Dressing, and a metal fishing lure. The barometer
is in good condition with slight scratches along the plastic faces,
and some aging to the metal. Flotz Fly Line is in decent condition
with signs of heavy wear and aging. Rust, paint wear, and age
wear are all apparent on metal container. Metal fish lure appears to
be in good condition with light scuffs or scratches to the surface.

1Fishing Accessory Lot of (3)26

This lot features different types of rock and minerals including
Gypsum Desert Rose, Clear Quartz and what could be Druzy
Quartz. All rocks and minerals appear to be of a good quality.
Please see the attached for detailed conditions. You get everything

1Assorted Rock and Mineral Lot of (4)27

LOT # QTY
photographed.

UFO related book lot. You get all pictured.
1UFO Related Book Lot of (5)28

This lot features a Sony CCD Video Camera Module 10.5-15VDC,
and a 15ft Cognex Camera Cable. Both items appear to be in good
condition. The Sony Module is out of box or bag with little to no
mark or scratches and in overall very good condition. Cognex cable
is sealed in bag and new. Please see pictures for further detailed
conditions. You get both items.

1Miscellaneous Camera Lot of (2)29

Three fossilized imprints, featuring a fish, leaf, and insect. The fish
fossil measures approximately 1 3/4" x 2 1/4" including the slab
and the leaf measures 2 1/4" x 2" with the slab. Both fossils are in
overall good condition, but the leaf imprint has been previously
chipped at the tip of the leaf. See pictures for further condition
details. You get all pictured.

1Fossilized Fish, Leaf, & Insect Lot of (3)30

This lot features a well preserved specimen of Tektite, 2 well kept
arrowheads, and various rocks including samples from the
Mammoth Caves in Kentucky. All rocks vary in condition. Please
see pictures for further detailed conditions.

1Assorted Rock Lot of (6)31

This plastic Space Station MIR model kit was produced by Revell
in 1999. This is 1:144 scale and the model is defined by Revell as
a level three skill set, meaning this is a more demanding model for
ages 10 and older. This kit is unopened and still factory sealed, but
the box does display light levels of storage wear and the original
price sticker is present. See pictures for further condition details.

11999 Revell Space Station MIR Model Kit32

Eleven magazines from early to mid 60s  featuring space news with
loads of pictures and great articles. Overall great condition,
however, some editions have signs of moderate age wear as
shown on the covers and spine. You get all pictured.

1Space World Magazine Lot of (11)33

A wood with metal front commemorative plaque which celebrates
the moon landing on July 20th, 1969 and features the profiles of
the three astronauts: Armstrong, Aldrin, and Collins. Made by
Cornwall Wood Products, this plaque measures approximately 9" x
7 1/2" x 2". Overall, this item is in fair condition, however, it does
have display wear shown through small scratches and scuffs in the
wood and metal on both the front and back side. See pictures for
further condition details.

1Commemorative Moon Landing Plaque34

This lot features a variety of tickets and stubs including multiple
tickets to the 1996 Centennial Summer Olympics. Tickets vary in
condition and age. Most tickets appear in good condition with no
visible rips or major tears. Please see photos for further detailed

1Ticket and Ticket Stub Lot35
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conditions.

This lot features 3 different types of rock and minerals including
Gypsum Desert Rose, Quartz points, and  a Quartz Geode. All
rocks and minerals appear to be of good quality. Please see the
photos for further detailed conditions.

1Assorted Rock and Mineral Lot of (6)36

A lot featuring a variety of pins and buttons all involving Nasa and
various space projects. All objects range in condition, please see
photos for further detailed conditions.

1NASA Pin and Button Lot37

A lot featuring 3 usable harmonicas including a 1930's Hohner
Echo Harmonica in its original packaging, a GLH Hohner
Harmonica in original box, and a Hohner Echo in a snap case. Lot
comes with a Hohner instruction/sheet music book that is in good
condition and a Mel Bay's Deluxe Harmonica Methods book that is
also in excellent condition. Harmonicas all vary in condition. Please
see photos for further detailed conditions. You get everything
pictured.

1Harmonica Lot38

A 1970's Mafco Native American made toy hand drum and a
vintage wooden paddle clacker. The hand drum is in decent
condition with signs of play wear and aging. The paper design that
goes around the drum shows some light curling and sporadic
spots/staining. The drum faces show signs of scratches and use
but are still usable and in decent condition. The wooden clacker is
in okay condition. The metal piece has rusted and the wood shows
discoloration from use and age. Stickers on either side have started
to peel with age. Please see pictures for further detailed conditions.

1Vintage Toy Instrument Lot of (2)39

A Heinrich Fiehn Late 1800's clay Ocarina. Ocarina measures
roughly to be 8 1/2 inches long and is in good condition. The
Ocarina shows signs of age and has some paint chipping near the
mouth piece and on the bottom. Ocarina shows no signs of
cracking or structural damage. Black and gold paint have held up
extremely well. Please see pictures for further detailed conditions.

11800's Vintage Ocarina40

This lot features a 1910 patented vintage Eastman Travel Camera
in its own leather carrying case. Functionality has not been tested,
but the camera appears to be in decent condition. The mechanism
fully opens up with no issue but shows some metal corrosion on
certain latches. The leather on both the camera and the carrying
case shows signs of age near the seams and latches. Please see
photos for further detailed conditions.

1Eastman Vintage Camera41

Two trilobite fossil specimens of varying sizes. The larger of the
two measures approximately 2 1/4" x 2 3/4" x 2 1/4". Both are in
overall great quality but have light signs of storage wear. You get

1Fossilized Trilobites Lot of (2)42

LOT # QTY
all pictured.

A lot featuring 3 playable harmonicas including a vintage Hohner
Echo Harp Harmonica, a Hohner International Harmonica, and a
Hohner "Old Standby" Harmonica. All Harmonicas vary in condition
and come in their original boxes. All boxes show wear and signs of
use and aging. Lot also includes several Hohner instruction/sheet
music books. Books vary in condition and are stored in plastic
sleeves. Please see photos for further detailed conditions. You get
everything pictured.

1Harmonica Lot43

This brass plaque commemorates the US Navy U.S.S. Pogy
SSN-647 submarine. Measures approximately 6 1/2" x 6 1/2" x 1".
This item is in overall good condition, but the brass does have
some light storage wear through scratching on the front and sides
with a white tip toward the end of the spade shape. See pictures for
further condition details.

1U.S.S. Pogy Commemorative Plaque44

This lot features various brands of specimen slides including
Carolina, Clini-slides, The Perfect Parts Company, and etc.,
Butterfly and Worm prepared slides, and vintage mounting fluid.
The slides vary in amount per box, and a full box is not a
guarantee. Slides are all of good condition, most are never used.
The boxes are all in good condition with little to no signs of damage
and only age/storage wear. The mounting fluid is not usable, and or
expired. Please see pictures for further detailed conditions.

1Scientific Lot45

This lot features a WWII Soviet "For the Defence of the Soviet
Transarctic" Medal. The medal is in good condition with light signs
of scratching and age wear. The ribbon and pin are in good
condition with light signs of age wear. Please see pictures for
further detailed conditions.

1WWII Soviet Medal46

A variety of fossils found in Michigan and comes along with a
Michigan Bedrock Geologic Map. All fossils are kept inside small
baggies with labels indicating the fossil type and location of where
it was found. Conditions range from fossil to fossil. You get all
pictured.

1Michigan Fossil Variety Lot47

Ten UFO related vintage magazines. All items have varying
degrees of wear, but they all display signs of aging, discoloration,
and they all have the top portion of the cover missing. See pictures
for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Vintage UFO Related Magazine Lot48

This lot features a 1980's Red ViewMaster and Miscellaneous
ViewMaster Reels. The Red ViewMaster is in good condition
without box, showing signs of light playwear and some scratches.
The reels vary in condition and come with out sleeves. Please see

180's ViewMaster and Reel Lot49
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pictures for further detailed conditions. You get everything pictured.

Four glass Hemingray telegraph insulators in various shapes, sizes,
and shades of green and clear glass. All items are in overall good
condition, however,  some display signs of light storage wear and
have slight chipping on the bottom. See pictures for further
condition details. You get all pictured.

1Hemingray Telegraph Insulators Lot of (4)50

Cosmicar Pentax 12mm 1:1.8 C Mount lens is in great condition.
Lens is free of any nicks, scratches or dings. Its barrel is free from
scratches and has both lens caps. Please see pictures for further
detail of the condition. Lens was untested.

1Cosmicar/Pentax 12mm TV Lens51

Seven aquatic fossils varying in species from brachiopods to
pentromites to an ancient sea bottom slab. Conditions vary from
fossil to fossil. See pictures for further condition details. You get all
pictured.

1Aquatic Fossils Lot of (7)52

A lot featuring a variety of popcorn bags and containers. Bags
appear to be in a good condition with no signs of food use. Lot
features a binder of bag samples. The binder is in excellent
condition and popcorn bags come in plastic sleeved pages in the
binder. Please see photos for further detailed conditions. You get
everything pictured.

1Vintage Popcorn Lot53

A wide variety of non-sport collectible trading cards with imagery
from nature inspired tobacco cards, depictions of Native
Americans, cars, and more! Conditions vary from item to item. See
pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Non-Sport Trading Cards Lot54

A lot featuring 5 vintage hardcover books that are all centric to
Scotland. Books vary in condition. Please see photos for further
detailed conditions.

1Vintage Book Lot of (5)55

Multiple fish imprints of various size but they appear to be of the
same species. This slab measures approximately 4 1/4" x 4 1/2".
The fossil is in overall great condition, but there thinner portion on
the back of the slab. See pictures for further condition details.

1Fossilized School of Fish Imprint56

Three various DVDs and CD ROMs, featuring NASA's 50 years of
Space Exploration, The Ultimate Space Experience and U.S.
Spaceflight. All items are in the original factory seal, but some
items do show light signs of storage wear and original price
stickers. See pictures for further condition details. You get all
pictured.

1NASA Space Flight DVD & CD ROMs57

LOT # QTY

This lot features a brand new 1969 Apollo 11 Ribboned Pin, a 1970
Kennedy Space Center bronze keychain, and 2 miscellaneous pins.
The Ribboned pin comes displayed flat on a cardboard backing and
sealed in plastic. The keychain is loose and shows signs of use
and tarnishing from age. The pins vary in condition. Please see
photos for further detailed conditions. You get everything pictured.

1Space Pins lot of (4)58

A lot featuring pins, patches, letters and documents from the
1940's all regarding the Red Cross. Lot includes American, British
and German Red Cross paraphernalia that ranges in condition.
Patches appear to be in good condition, pins vary, and letters show
age and use. Please see photos for further detailed conditions. You
get everything pictured.

1Red Cross Vintage Lot59

A variety of pogs and Coke Caps by Coca-Cola. Some pogs come
on the original cards. The conditions of all items vary. You get all
pictured.

1Pogs and Coke Caps Variety Lot60

July 30th , 1949 lunch/dinner menu. The front cover features
CKLW advertising/reading material about the first steamboat on the
Great Lakes. Sander's ice cream is featured on the back cover.
Excellent condition.

1Sanders July 1949 Restaurant Menu/CKLW61

A variety of fossilized mollusks which includes an oyster from the
Miocene Era, three brachiopods, two ram's horn oysters, and an
additional mollusk. The fossilized oyster measures approximately
4" x 4" for size reference. All specimens are in overall great quality
but there is light chipping on one of the ram's horn oysters. See
pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Fossilized Mollusk Lot of (7)62

This lot features 4 books that are all centric to art, comic, and
cartoons. Books vary in conditions. Please see pictures for further
detailed conditions. You get all pictured.

1Book Lot63

Includes autographs by Richard A. Searfoss, Robert L. Crippen,
Kenneth D. Cockrell, Frederick D. Gregory, the crew of the STS-92,
and more! These items do not come with a CoA, however, Back to
the Past Collectibles believes these items to be genuine. All items
have various degrees of wear. See pictures for further condition
details. You get all pictured.

1Astronaut & Aerospace Autographs64

This lot features over 20 Alberto Vargas pinups from 1960's and
1970's Playboy Magazines. Prints come in individual sleeves and
appear to be in great condition. Please see pictures for further
detailed conditions. You get everything pictured.

1Vintage 60's and 70's Pin Up Lot65
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Nine vintage Baseball Digest issues from 1966 - 1985. Conditions
vary between book to book. You get all pictured.

1Baseball Digest Lot of (9)66

This lot features 5 "Golden Dragon" equatorial certifications from
the 40's and 50's. Certificates range in condition but appear to be
in overall decent condition. Certification papers show signs of wear
and aging around the edges of the certificate. Please see photos
for further detailed conditions. You get all pictured.

1Equatorial Certificate Lot of (5)67

This lot features brachiopods in various shapes and sizes.
Condition varies from fossil to fossil. You get all pictured.

1Fossilized Brachiopod Variety Lot68

This lot features 2 Playboy Club keys and a Playboy Membership
card. The Club Keys are in good condition with signs of use and
storage. There are scuffs and shallow scratches along the surface
of the keys. Black paint near logo shows no chips! The
membership card is in decent condition with signs of use and scuffs
to the cards front face. Keys and Card come in a plastic envelope
that is good condition. Please see pictures for further detailed
conditions. You get everything pictured.

1Playboy Membership Lot of (3)69

Four collectible baseballs which include Babe Ruth and Nolan
Ryan Fotoballs and more! Both Fotoballs have preprinted
signatures for the baseball players presented on the respective
ball. All items are in overall good condition, with two of the balls
still being factory sealed. The display cases the Fotoballs are in do
have light storage wear. See pictures for further condition details.
You get all pictured.

1Collectible Baseball Lot of (4)70

This lot features 7 cloth bound books all about engineering and
electrical processes. Books vary in condition, but consistently show
signs of age and yellowing pages. Please see pictures for further
detailed conditions.

1Electrical and Engineering Book Lot71

Five aquatic fossils varying in species from brachiopods to
pentromites to a sea urchin. Conditions vary from fossil to fossil.
See pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Aquatic Fossils Lot of (5)72

Business cards from all over the country. Quite a few are very
decorative. Overall nice shape.

1Antique Business Card Lot73

Cosmicar Pentax 4.2mm '1:1.6 C Mount lens is in great condition.
Lens is free of any nicks, scratches or dings. Its barrel is free from
scratches and has both lens caps and comes in an original
Cosmicar box. Please see pictures for further detail of the
condition. Lens was untested.

1Cosmicar/Pentax 4.2mm TV Lens74
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New in original box/packaging. The decorative case is a hinged
wood box. Excellent condition. The watch is untested and may
need a new battery as it was made several years ago.

1Zorro Collectible Fossil Watch With Case75

Business cards from all over the country. Quite a few are very
decorative. Overall nice shape.

1Antique Business Card Lot76

New in original box/packaging. The decorative case is a hinged
illustrated aluminum box. Excellent condition. The watch is
untested and may need a new battery as it was made several years
ago.

1Mighty Mouse Collectible Watch With Case77

This grey Bakelite radio is still in working condition! Measures
approximately 14 1/2" x 8 1/2" x 8 1/4". This radio is in overall good
condition, however, it does have light storage wear through
scratching on the metal and slight discoloration on the grille cloth.
See pictures for further condition details.

1Vintage 1950s Bakelite Radio78

This lot features an assortment of Microscope Cover Glass, Mirax
Glass Vials, and United Scientific Co. Specimen Slide. The
Microscope Covers come in great condition and many come never
used in their original boxes. The Mirax vials are in good condition
with no signs of cracks or scratches and their own individual screw
on cap. The Specimen slides come 23 out of 25 and include of
variety of specimen on the slides. The box is in pretty good
condition with signs of age wear along the seams of the box.
Please see pictures for further detailed conditions. You get
everything pictured.

1Scientific Instrument Lot79

2 pieces of commemorative art from 1969. Excellent condition.
1Apollo 11 First Man on the Moon Shell80

This lot features 5 Alberto Vargas pinups from the 1940's and
1950's Esquire Magazines and a 1940's pocket calendar. All Prints
come in an individual sleeve as does the calendar. Prints are in
good condition inside of sleeves and show little to no wear and little
signs of age. Calendar has small amounts of discoloration. Please
see photos for further detailed conditions. You get everything
pictured.

1Vintage 40's and 50's Pin Up Lot81

This lot features a variety of books all centered around baseball.
Books vary in condition. Please see photos for further detailed
conditions. You get all pictured.

1Baseball Book Lot82

This lot features multiple rocks and fossils including fossilized brain
coral, polished agate, and fossilized amber with a spider specimen
inside. All rocks and fossils are of good quality and various

1Assorted Rock and Fossil Lot83
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LOT # QTY
conditions. Please see photos for further detailed conditions.

A lot featuring a 1991 Helvetia participant medal, a 2000 FISU
participant medal, and a commemorative badminton trophy. Both
medals are in good condition with signs of use/wear. FISU medal
shows some paint chips and scratches around the edges, and the
paint appears to be worn off in spots on the faces of the medal.
The trophy is in good condition with light scuffs of scratches on the
metal pieces additionally the metal label has been loosened.
Please see pictures for further detailed conditions.

1Badminton Medals and Trophy Lot84

This lot features a Vivitar Auto Thyristor 283 Flash, a camera angle
changer, vintage film negative, and various lens caps. The Vivitar is
physically in good condition, with little cosmetic wear and light
scratches on the surface. The mechanism has not been tested for
functionality. The camera angle changer appears to be in decent
condition with light scratches to the metal. The film negative comes
wrapped in plastic and appears to be in fine condition. The lens
caps vary in condition. Please see pictures for further detailed
conditions.

1Miscellaneous Camera Lot of (4)85

Five aquatic fossils varying in species from brachiopods to crinoids.
Conditions vary from fossil to fossil. See pictures for further
condition details. You get all pictured.

1Aquatic Fossils Lot of (5)86

Clippings from newspapers relating to space and NASA. All
clippings are in various degrees of condition. You get all pictured.

1Space Related Newspaper Clippings87

This brass artillery shell was made into a vase. The artillery was
originally designed to shoot from a 37mm cannon. This is in nice
shape with some signs of patina.

1WWI French Artillery Shell Trench Vase88

This lot features 2 Kodak 16mm Cinegraphs that include Lindbergh
Captures New York 8503 and Lindbergh Abroad and at Washington
8502. Cinegraphs come in their original box and appear to be in
good condition. Both boxes are opened and show signs of use and
age. Seams and corners of boxes show the most wear. Please see
photos for further detailed conditions. You get both cinegraphs.

1Cinegraphs Lot of (2)89

A wide variety of kitschy space related items. From salt and pepper
shakers, to snow globes, to sound makers, and more! All items
have varying degrees of conditions. However, one of the salt and
pepper shakers is missing the bottom and the astronaut squeaky
toy shows signs moderate to heavy signs of age wear. See pictures
for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Kitschy Space Related Items Lot90

LOT # QTY

A lot featuring a variety of magazines and publications that are all
NASA centric. You get all pictured.

1NASA Magazine and Publication Lot91

A pen holder plaque which commemorates the Soviet Lunokhod 1
which was the first of two Russian robotic lunar rovers that landed
on the moon in 1970. This item measures approximately 4" x 6 3/4"
x 1/2". This item is in overall decent condition, however, it has
heavy wear as it is missing the pen holder portion and the lower left
prong hole that would connect to the pen holder is broken. See
pictures for further condition details.

1Lunokhod 1 Soviet Pen Holder Plaque92

Battery operated Mars Explorer toy by Scientific with additional
1997 Sojourner Mars Rover statue. The remote control Mars
Explorer is in working condition and takes four AA batteries. Both
items are in overall great condition, however, there is light
scratching on the decals of the remote control toy present. See
pictures for  further condition details.

1Remote Control Mars Explorer & More93

A 2-channel digital proportional R/C System for use with all surface
models which utilizes eight AA batteries. This item comes with the
original box and appears to be complete and working. The item
itself is in overall great condition, but the box itself does have signs
of storage wear along the edges and vertices of the box. See
pictures for further condition details.

1Futaba Magnum 2PL Car Transmitter94

A variety of fossilized pentromites and blastoids. The condition
varies from fossil to fossil, but all are in overall good condition. See
pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Pentromites Variety Lot95

A variety of fossilized pentromites and blastoids. The condition
varies from fossil to fossil, but all are in overall good condition. See
pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Pentromites Variety Lot96

A 1953 cruise poster for the Santa Isabel to mark the crossing over
of the Equatorial Line. Measures approximately 14" x 11" and is
contained within a frame. The item itself is in overall good
condition, however, the frame does appear to have dried white
paint on the bottom and storage wear visible along the edges. See
pictures for further condition details.

11953 Grace Line Cruise Ship Poster97

Limited Edition #737/5000. This item is in nice condition and
appears to be complete, however, it has some sun bleaching on
the box with a partially ripped off sticker, the Limited Edition sticker
is partially lifting and mild storage wear is evident along the box's
edges and vertices. See pictures for further details.

1Moonshot the Game Limited Edition98
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This lot features 2 commemorative pin medals for service work in
various Fire Departments including a vintage WWI German Fire
Brigade pin and a Holly Past Chief badge pin. The German pin is in
decent condition with signs of age wear and light tarnishing to the
metal. It comes in a box that shows use wear and age wear with
cracks and coloration on the seams. The Holly Fire Dept badge is
in good condition with light signs of usage, including some light
scuffs to the metal. Please see pictures for further detailed
conditions.

1Service Pin Lot of (2)99

September 2nd, 1949 lunch/dinner menu. The front cover features
CKLW advertising/reading material about the opening of Orchestra
Hall. Sander's ice cream cones are featured on the back cover.
Excellent condition.

1Sanders September 1949 Restaurant Menu/CKLW100

From clowns, to bears, to birds, this six glass figurines lot features
some of which that are made of Fenton glass and Mosser glass
and more! All items are in overall good condition, but some show
signs of display wear and have the stickers on the bottom partially
torn off as seen on the cardinal. You get all pictured.

1Glass Figurine Lot of (6)101

Four presidential memorabilia items featuring two pens, a tie, and
bull dog trinket box. One of the pen commemorates the
across-the-board tax cut of 2001 from the National Republican
Congressional Committee. All items are in overall great condition,
but there are signs of light storage wear. See pictures for further
condition details. You get all pictured.

1Presidential Memorabilia Lot of (4)102

Two Fenton glass (or otherwise known as carnival glass) southern
belle figurines in a pale mauve and deep red. The figures measure
approximately 4" x 2 1/2" x 3 1/2" and are hollow on the inside of
the dress. Both are in overall great condition with minor signs of
storage wear. See pictures for further condition details.

1Fenton Glass Southern Belle Figurines Lot of (2)103

Includes (2) puppets and a garland. Garland is brand new, still in
original bag. The puppets have some storage wear. The arms for
George Bush Sr. are broken.

1Political Boxing Lot of (3)104

This American flag comes with a COA attesting that it has been
flown over the Michigan state capitol. Flag is in excellent condition
with original box.

1Capitol Flown American Flag105

President George Bush, Gen. Norman Schwarzkopf, and Gen.
Colin Powell. Figures are 6" tall, brand new, never opened, still in
original boxes.

1America's Heroes Figure Lot of (3)106

LOT # QTY

Includes Jimmy Carter (x2) and Ronald W. Reagan. Bobble-heads
are approx. 6" tall. Bobbles are brand new, never opened, still in
original boxes. Boxes have storage wear, includes some worn
corners and pinching to the cellophane windows. The window for
one of the Kimmy Cater boxes is partially detached and the
Reagan window is completely detached.

1President Posley Bobbers Lot of (3)107

Figurines were briefly displayed but in overall very good condition,
(2) with original boxes. The Maud Humphrey Bogart figurine is 4.5"
tall and with COA. The Jim Shore statue is 12" tall. The American
Santa figurine is 10" tall. See pics for details.

1Americana Figurine Lot of (3)108

Includes cigars for the 2nd Inauguration of George W. Bush,
Gerald Ford gold balls, First Ladies Family Field Guide, and more!
Packaged items are brand new, never opened. Items are in overall
very good condition with various degrees of storage wear. You get
all pictured.

1Presidential Collectibles Lot109

Includes Democratic and Republican decanters from the 1968
presidential campaign featuring Agnew and Muskie. Glass bottles
are in excellent condition, briefly displayed, with original boxes.
Boxes have storage wear; the Republican box has writing on the
inside.

11968 Campaign Decanter Set of (2)110

Includes glass decanters, a Liberty Bell wind chime, Nixon paper
cups, and more! You get all pictured.

1Political Collectibles Lot111

Includes a 12" Talking George W. Bush doll new in box & an 11"
America Santa wind-up music figure that plays "Here Comes Santa
Clause." The batteries for the Talking George W. Bush have died,
and the box has heavy edge wear. See pics for details.

1Americana Figure Lot of (2)112

1972 Football Democrat and Republican Jim Beam decanter set.
They are approx. 9.5" tall, 8" wide, and 3" deep. They are in overall
good condition with some paint wear, particularly on the donkey's
shoulder pads. The elephant cork is missing.

1Jim Beam Political Decanter Set of (2)113

Vintage donkey & elephant circus-themed Democrat & Republican
Jim Beam bourbon whiskey decanters. Approx. 12" tall. Bottles are
in overall very good shape, no cracks. There is paint wear to the
red paint. The hats have come detached but are included and could
be easily reglued.

1Jim Beam Political Decanter Set of (2)114

Vintage elephant & donkey political Jim Beam bourbon whiskey
decanters. Approx. 12" tall. Bottles are in overall very good shape,
no cracks.  They are missing their toothpick flags.

1Jim Beam Political Decanter Set of (2)115

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Includes plates, a coin, even a George W. Bush jack-in-the-box,
and more! Items have various degrees of storage wear but are in
overall very good condition. The jack-in-the-box box has moderate
storage wear. You get all pictured.

1Presidential/Americana Collectibles Lot116

Includes a 3" diameter medallion and a pocket watch "In
recognition of support for President Bush and the Republican
Party." Both items are in excellent condition, in original boxes.

1President Bush Recognition Lot of (2)117

Vintage elephant & donkey political Jim Beam bourbon whiskey
decanters. Approx. 11.5" tall. Bottles are in overall very good
shape, no cracks.  There is some wear to the hats and cardboard
wrap, although both are present. See pics for details.

1Jim Beam Political Decanter Set of (2)118

Lot of (2) glass decanters. Includes George Washington & Martin
Luther King Jr. Decanters are in excellent condition and with
original boxes. See pics for details.

1American Commemorative Decanter Lot119

Includes Abraham Lincoln, FDR, and Robert Francis Kennedy.
These beautiful glass decanters are in excellent condition and with
original boxes. See pics for details.

1Political Decanter Lot of (3)120

This candle lamp is 14 1/2" tall with a4 1/2" diameter base. Lamp is
in excellent condition, no cracks in the glass, with some minor
scuffs from age.

1Party Lite Library Lamp121

Includes (4) beautiful colored glass bottles and (1) vintage
Pepsi-Cola glass bottle/salt shaker. Colored glass bottles are 3"
tall. One has a cork. The Pepsi bottle is 4.5" tall. Bottles are in
great condition, no chips or cracks. You get all pictured.

1Vintage Glass Vial/Bottle Lot of (5)122

Includes an egg tray, a bowl, a plate, and a beautiful neon green
glass juicer. Pieces are all in great condition, no cracks. Plate is 12
1/4" wide and 6 3/4" long; it has some scratching and scuffs. The
juicer is 7" wide and 2 1/2" tall. The bowl has a 7 3/4" diameter at
the widest. The egg plate has a 9" diameter; it has some crazing
and small chips on the edge.

1Vintage Dishware Lot of (4)123

Beautiful Asian-style metal cloisonne ornament. They are in great
condition with some minor paint wear. The fish is 4.5" long, the
umbrella 3" tall, and the talisman 14" from top to bottom.

1Cloisonne Ornament Lot of (3)124

Lot of (2) bottles. In interior is glass but the exterior is wooden to
resemble a tree. Both bottles are in overall good condition with
wooden stoppers. The black one has moderate wear to the wood.
The black one is  13 1/2" tall and the brown one 12" tall.

1Vintage Wooden Wine Bottle Lot125

LOT # QTY

Includes "I Cruised Woodward" bumper stickers, pins, and more!
You get all pictured.

1Driving Memorabilia Lot126

Can is 14 3/4" tall with a 7 1/2" diameter. Can is in overall good
condition with some creasing. The pop top has come unglued and
does have a tear in it. It can easily be reglued. There is no sign to
go on top of this, but it has been tested and the motor works and
the small pin on the top does spin.

1Miller Light Beer Can Display127

Includes casino collectibles, a Federal Fine Glassware shot glass
set, and more! The shot glass set is the rare "politically incorrect"
version, with original box. Items have various degrees of storage
wear. You get all pictured.

1Good Time Collectibles Lot128

Includes figures, a leg lighter, a cigar cutter, and a vintage spinning
ashtray. The Pfeiffer's figure has a crack in the hat. You get all
pictured.

1Beer/Tobacco Collectibles Lot129

Includes a copper ashtray and an old spyglass with original
protective sleeve. Very cool conversation pieces. The sleeve has
heavy wear and the wrapping on the spyglass has come undone.
See pics for details.

1Vintage Collectible Lot of (2)130

Includes "We Wish You A Furry Christmas" and Las Vegas,
Nevada glow-in-the-dark puzzle. The puppy puzzle is still sealed,
brand new, never opened. The Nevada puzzle has been opened
and may or may not be complete.

1Puzzle Lot of (2)131

Includes a 2A Folding Hawk-Eyes Single Lens & a No. 24 Brownie.
Cameras appear to be in good condition for their age with some
age wear. They have not been tested. The Hawk-Eye comes with
box.

1Vintage Kodak Camera Lot of (2)132

(x2) boxes of Don Diego and (1) box of Monte Cristo. Boxes only,
no cigars. Boxes are in very good condition with some minor
storage wear to the labels. Also includes a Havana Honeys tin & a
Humo tin. Tins have scratching and wear as pictured.

1Wooden & Tin Cigar Box Lot of (3)133

(x6) Sailor Jerry Lucky lighter. These are all brand new, never
used, still sealed with sticker on the back. You get all pictured.

1Driving Memorabilia Lot134

Dolls rang in size from 4.5" to 2.5" tall. Dolls are in overall very
good condition with slight age wear. The plastic doll's outfit has
fraying. You get all pictured.

1Vintage Folk Art Doll Lot135
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Includes actual casino used decks with holes punched through
them signifying their 'retirement' and normal playing cards as well.
You get all pictured.

1Playing Card Deck Lot136

Items are in overall great condition. Includes a flamingo iPad case.
You get all pictured.

1Purse/Clutch Lot137

Greektown Casino, Soaring Eagle, Las Vegas The D, and more!
Lanyards are in excellent condition and do not appear to have been
used. You get all pictured.

1Casino Lanyard Band Lot138

Includes (3) pairs of sunglasses, (1) stamped Guess and (3) pairs
of sunglass cases includes a Coach and a Bulova. You get all
pictured.

1Sunglass & Case Lot139

Coca-Cola, Barnum's Animals, and more! Tins are in overall very
good condition with some paint wear at the edges. You get all
pictured.

1Vintage Tin Lot of (6)140

Includes Playboy, Marlboro, and more! Lighters are in overall good
condition with some paint wear. All except for the Playboy lighters
have white, unused wicks. You get all pictured.

1Vintage Lighter Lot of (6)141

Most of these feature names of casinos and hotels. There are
some others, such as Harley-Davidson. Matches are brand new,
never opened, the books in great condition with some minor
storage wear. You get all pictured.

1Casino & More Matchbook Lot142

Be fancy with you fancy hair with this fun lot! Includes hair bands,
ties, and even a very cool metal spiral wrap. Items appear to be in
her condition, never used.

1Hairband & More Lot143

Bracelets, earring, necklaces, and more! This is a large, beautiful
lot of all sorts of pretty bobbles. Items are in overall great condition
with minimal wear. You get all pictured.

1Large Costume Jewelry Lot144

Includes souvenir ashtrays from Caesars Palace, Rio Las Vegas,
The Playboy Club, and more! Ashtrays are in overall very good
condition with no chips or cracks. Paint may have some light
storage wear. The Playboy Club tray in particular has some
scuffing. See pics for details.

1Casino & More Ashtray Lot of (9)145

Includes souvenir ashtrays from Golden Nugget, the Riviera, and
more! Ashtrays are in overall very good condition with no chips or
cracks. Paint may have some light storage wear. See pics for
details.

1Casino & More Ashtray Lot of (9)146

LOT # QTY

The Three Stooges, Hard Rock Café, Disney, and more! You get
all pictured.

1Pop Culture & More Magnet Lot147

Wooden Perfescope with antique black and white photos that have
copyrights ranging from 1890 to 1904. Includes photos from
England, America, Japan, and more. Includes a military photo from
Japan. Photos are in overall very good condition with minor age
wear. Photos are easily recognizable. The cardboard the photos sit
on does have a bend. See pics for details.

1Perfescope w/ Antique Photos148

Lot of (3) vintage cowboy boot lights. The largest boot is 6 3/4" tall
and 6" wide with a clean, unused wick. The medium boot is 3 1/4"
tall and 3 1/2" wide with a lightly used wick, and the smallest boot
is 7/8" tall and 2 1/2" wide with a clean, unused wick. Boots have
various degrees of storage wear and scuffing, see pics for details.

1Cowboy Boot Lighter Lot149

Includes (2) ceramic Las Vegas souvenir ashtrays and (1) Camel
Lights plastic ashtray. The Camel Lights tray is 4 5/8" x 7 3/8". The
Vegas trays have a 5" diameter and a 4" diameter. Ashtrays are in
overall great condition with some minor storage wear.

1Las Vegas & More Ashtray Lot of (3)150

Includes a Tru-Flate "702", a Schrader Balloon Tire Gauge, a
Schrader Passenger Tire Gauge, and  ACME Air. The largest
measures 12.5" without being extended. Gauges have age wear to
the metal and some rubbing from use. See pics for details.

1Vintage Tire Gauge Lot of (4)151

Lot of (2) Barrett-Jackson 40th anniversary car calendar posters.
Posters measure 24" x 36". Posters are in great condition, never
displayed, with some minor storage wear.

1Barrett-Jackson Car Poster Lot of (2)152

Includes #20636 Playboy Blue Glitter lighter & #20199 Flaming
Rabbit Head Playboy lighter. Both lighters are brand new, never
used, still sealed on the back with a sticker and in original tins.

1Playboy Zippo Lighter Lot of (2)153

Lot of (3) Harley-Davidson Zippo lighters. Includes #20867
Lightning, #20868 Flames, and #20711 Harley Ghost. Lighters are
brand new, never used, still sealed with a sticker on the back and
with original boxes.

1Harley-Davidson Zippo Lighter Lot154

Includes sugar bowls, vintage mini spoons, and more! Pieces are in
overall very good condition. No chips or cracks in the glass. Some
paint wear and scuffing. The silver-plated bowl has some light
scratching. You get all pictured.

1Vintage Tea Set Pieces155
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This is a very unique lot of vintage silver-plated crumbers. Includes
(3) pans and a brush. No more crumb on your dinner table! Pieces
are in very good condition with some scruffs and age wear to the
metal. You get all pictured.

1Vintage Crumber Set156

Decorate your desk with these unique pen holders and figurines.
You get all pictured.

1Vintage Figurine & More Lot157

Includes (2) horns and a woodcarving hand tool. The largest horn
measures 14" at its widest including the airbag and the smaller one
is 7" wide. The larger horn's airbag has hardened completely with
age and the smaller one is ripped. See pics for details.

1Unique Antique Lot of (3)158

Beautiful elephant and donkey white onyx marble figurine lot. The
elephant is 6" long, 5 3/4" tall, and 2" wide. The donkey is 6 1/8"
long, 6" tall, and 1 5/8" wide. Both are in great condition, no chips
or cracks.

1Onyx Marble Figurine Lot of (2)159

(2) light blue vintage ceramic insulators. See pics for details.
1Vintage Ceramic Insulator Lot of (2)160

Includes (3) lighters, a tape measure, and (2) pins. Lighters are
brand new, never used, still sealed with a sticker on the back, and
in original cases. The tape measure is in excellent condition and
with original case. Pins are still sealed in original baggies. You get
all pictured.

1Zippo Lighter & More Lot161

Includes loose and boxed items. Pocket knives have various
degrees of age wear from like new to containing some spotting on
the metal. You get all pictured.

1Vintage Pocket Knife Lot162

Look you absolute best and stay warm with these very fancy
scarves. There's even a nice flower hanger to hang them all!
Scarves are in excellent condition. You get all pictured.

1Large Fancy Scarf Lot163

Make your table very pretty with this collection of items. Includes a
candy dish, a pretty decorative wooden cabinet, a Coca-Cola Santa
Claus, and a tin Delivery Truck toy. All with their original boxes.
You get all pictured.

1House Decoration Lot164

This lot features over 20 Alberto Vargas pinups from 1960's and
1970's Playboy Magazines. Prints come in individual sleeves and
appear to be in great condition. Please see pictures for further
detailed conditions.

1Vintage 60's and 70's Pin Up Lot165

LOT # QTY

Four telegraph insulators featuring both glass and ceramic
insulators. The condition of each item varies, however, there are
some chips in the paint on both of the ceramic insulators. See
pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Telegraph Insulators Lot of (4)166

Four books covering topics of costuming, knitting, and more! All
books are in overall good condition, but there are signs of storage
wear along the covers and spine of the book. See pictures for
further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Vintage Ladies Book Related Lot167

Eight autographs from astronauts and figures in the aerospace
field. Featuring autographs from Kenneth D. Cockrell, Richard A.
Searfoss, Thomas D. Jones, Joseph R. Tanner, Margaret R.
Seddon, Jerry L. Ross, J. M. Linenger, and N. Jan Davis. CoAs are
not present with these items, however, Back to the Past
Collectibles believes these items to be genuine. You get all
pictured.

1Astronaut & Aerospace Autographs168

Fourteen modern Playboy magazines, some including the
centerfold. All are in overall good condition, but there are some
signs of storage wear along the edges of the covers and spine. You
get all pictured.

1Modern Playboy Lot of (14)169

This lot features brachiopods in various shapes and sizes.
Condition varies from fossil to fossil. You get all pictured.

1Fossilized Brachiopod Variety Lot170

All items are new in package. You get all pictured
1Model Rocket Box Lot171

Baseballs commemorating the 100th anniversary of Babe Ruth, the
1998 New York World Series Champions, and more! The Babe
Ruth commemorative ball comes with the CoA. Conditions vary
from item to item. See pictures for further condition details. You get
all pictured.

1Commemorative & Vintage Baseball Lot172

This lot features Gossen Luna Pro F Light Meter that is in good
condition with little blemishes. There is evidence of glue dried onto
the top portion of the mechanism. Device is mostly functional but
has not been completely tested. Please see pictured for further
detailed conditions.

1Gossen Luna Pro F173

This shell is stamped 1968. Presumed to be Vietnam era. This
measure about 12 inches tall.

1Trench Art Artillery Shell Vase M14174

Business cards from all over the country. Quite a few are very
decorative. Overall nice shape.

1Antique Business Card Lot175
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Six space related hardcover books. Books are all in various
degrees of condition, and the Promise of Space book's sleeve
displays moderate storage wear. You get all pictured.

1Space Related Hardcover Book Lot of (6)176

A variety of space related housewares, from drinkware, to
toothbrushes, to spoons, and more! All items have varying
conditions. See pictures for further condition details. You get all
pictured.

1Space Related Houseware Lot of (6)177

Featuring a 1950s Radiac Detector, a metal sign, and publications
on what to know about nuclear attacks. All items are in overall
good condition, however, the sign does have some scuffing in the
paint located on the upper left hand side. See pictures for further
condition details. You get all pictured.

1Fallout Protection Lot of (3)178

This lot features 3 vintage hard cover, cloth bound. All three books
are of varying conditions. Please see pictures for further detailed
conditions. You get all pictured.

1Vintage Book Lot of (3)179

Six ceramic figurines. All items are in overall good condition,
however, the EKJ and bobblehead figures do have chipping
present. See pictures for further condition details. You get all
pictured.

1Ceramic Figurine Lot of (6)180

A lot of NASA Stamp and Postage including a complete 20th
Anniversary Moon Landing Folio, a full 42 stamp sheet of
1961-1962 Americanism Campaign seals, and 3 Skylab Postcard
Envelopes. Folio is in great condition with no scratches or tears to
inner plastic sleeves. Folio exterior is of good condition as well with
only faint scuffs from storage wear. Stamp sheet has 42 never
used, mint condition stamps that comes in its own plastic sleeve to
combat storage wear. Skylab postcards vary in stamps and
condition but are generally good with  no stains, tears, or creases.
Postcard envelopes come in a protective slotted sheet that is of
good condition as well. Please see photos for further detailed
conditions. You get everything pictured.

1NASA Stamp and Postage Lot of (3)181

Four fossilized ammonites of various shapes and sizes. The largest
ammonite measures approximately 3" x 2 3/4" for size reference.
Conditions vary from fossil to fossil. You get all pictured.

1Fossilized Ammonites Variety Lot of (4)182

One 8.5" x 11" certificate and a 2.5" x 3.5" certificate celebrating
the crossing of the Equatorial Line from 1954. Both items are in
overall good condition, but there is slight folding present in the
upper left hand corner of the larger certificate. See pictures for
further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Domain of the Golden Dragon Lot of (2)183

LOT # QTY

August 22nd, 1949 lunch/dinner menu. The front cover features
CKLW advertising/reading material about the opening of the
Ambassador Bridge. Sander's ice cream cones are featured on the
back cover. Excellent condition.

1Sanders August 1949 Restaurant Menu/CKLW184

Twelve modern day Playboy magazines. Conditions vary from item
to item, but most display some sort of storage wear along the spine
and edges of the covers. You get all pictured.

1Modern Playboy Lot of (12)185

Forty-five baseball cards circa 1960s. Conditions of all cards vary,
however, most display some sort of storage and age wear as
shown along the edges of the cards. You get all pictured.

1Vintage 1960s Baseball Card Lot186

This lot features 2 equatorial certifications from the 50's and 70's,
including a "Golden Dragon"  certificate. Certificates are both in
good condition with signs of age. Golden Dragon certificate shows
wear along the edges with some small tears or crinkles. Prudential
Grace Lines certificate looks to be in good condition inside of a
plastic sleeve that is also in good condition with minimal to no
scratches on the surface. Please see photos for further detailed
conditions.

1Equatorial Certificate Lot of (2)187

A framed collection of 54 USA themed pogs. Pogs are in good
condition and on their original card. Pog card is framed in a plastic
frame that is in decent condition. Frame has some scratches and a
crack in the lower left corner. One side piece of frame is missing.
Please see photos for further detailed conditions.

1Pog Lot188

Four drinkware glasses and ceramic cups depicting Mickey Mouse,
Good Year, Goofy, and soap box derby races! All glasses are in
overall good condition, but the Mickey cup does have slight staining
and signs of age wear. See pictures for further condition details.
You get all pictured.

1Drinkware Variety Lot of (4)189

Eight autographs from astronauts and figures in the aerospace
field. Featuring autographs from Brian Duffy, Steve Oswald,
Richard A. Searfoss, Susan J. Delms, Joseph R. Tanner, Alfred M.
Worden, Kenneth D. Cockrell, and Alan L. Bean. All photographs
are in overall great condition with only minor storage wear being
visible on a few items. See pictures for further condition details.
You get all pictured.

1Astronaut & Aerospace Autographs190

This lot features 6 vintage staplers and 2 boxes of staples. Staplers
are in various conditions and consistently shows signs of use and
storage wear. Swingline Stapler is in its original packaging and
looks to never have been opened. Stapler boxes show signs of
wear along the seams. Please see pictures for further detailed

1Vintage Stapler Lot of (6)191

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT # QTY
conditions.

A 5233L Electronic Counter which appears to have been prior
NASA equipment. This item is visually in overall good condition,
but it does have various scratch marks and signs of storage wear.
Does not come with any accompanying cords, due to this, the item
is untested. See pictures for further condition details.

1Vintage 5233L Electronic Counter192

A variety of sea life creatures varying from a preserved star fish to
brachiopod fossils. Conditions vary from item to item. See pictures
for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Preserved & Fossilized Sea Life193

This lot features 4 vintage staplers including a 1934 Bates stapler,
a boxed Ace Scout stapler and 2 boxes of assorted staples. The
staplers all appear to be in various condition. Boxes are in good
condition with signs of age and use wear. Please see pictures for
further detailed conditions. You get everything pictured

1Vintage Stapler Lot of (4)194

Six trinket and pill boxes in various shapes and sizes. All items are
in overall good condition. You get all pictured.

1Trinket Boxes Variety Lot of (6)195

A wide variety of National Geographic magazines. Conditions vary
from item to item, but most display some sort of storage wear
along the spine and edges of the cover. You get all pictured.

1National Geographic Variety Lot196

This lot features a collection of signed photos from Astronauts or
Aerospace workers Brewster Shaw, Edgar Mitchell, Joe Allen,
Story Musgrave, Rhea Seddon, and G. David Low. All photographs
are in good condition and come in their own plastic sleeves.
Sleeves are in good condition as well with minimal to no scratches
or scuffs. Please see pictures for further detailed conditions.

1Astronaut and Aerospace Autographs197

One troy ounce silver risque Heads or Tails coin. The coin is in
overall decent condition, however, the coin does display tarnishing
and signs of wear. See pictures for further condition details.

1Risque Heads or Tails Silver Coin198

Fourteen autographs by figures in multiple aerospace fields. These
items do not come with a CoA, however, Back to the Past
Collectibles believes these items to be genuine. See pictures for
further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Aerospace Business Card Autographs199

Four fossilized ammonites of various shapes and sizes. The largest
ammonite measures approximately 2 1/4" x 2" for size reference.
Conditions vary from fossil to fossil. You get all pictured.

1Fossilized Ammonites Variety Lot of (4)200

LOT # QTY

September 8th, 1949 lunch/dinner menu. The front cover features
CKLW advertising/reading material about General Mad Anthony
Wayne. Sander's ice cream is featured on the back cover.
Excellent condition.

1Sanders September 1949 Restaurant Menu/CKLW201

A wide variety of baseball cards from the 1970s-1990s and more!
Featuring some unopened packs, some additional tennis and
1950s football cards. The conditions of all items vary. See pictures
for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Vintage to Modern Baseball Cards Lot202

Certificates celebrating mariners crossing specific points in their
ocean travels. Featuring a Realm of the South Wind, a Neptunus
Rex Proclamation, and Artic Circle Certificate. The Realm of the
South Wind certificate measures approximately 14" x 11" for size
reference. All items are in overall good condition, however, the
frame containing the Arctic Circle certificate appears to have some
paint on the glass pane and the Realm of the South Wind has
folding present as seen on the lower portion of the document. See
pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Mariner Neptunus Rex Certificates Lot of (3)203

This lot features 5 "nude" coins of various metals such as silver and
bronze. Coins appear to be in decent condition and show light wear
and age tarnish. The coins are contained in plastic and cardboard
sleeves. Sleeves look to be in good condition with no major signs
of wear or damage. Please see photos for further detailed
conditions. You get all pictured.

1Heads/Tails Nude Coin Lot of (5)204

Three Soviet space themed envelopes with signatures. The
signatures are unknown, however, it appears to be written in
Russian cursive. All items are in overall great condition with light
storage wear as shown on the vertices and edges of the envelopes.
See pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Soviet Space Envelopes W/ Signatures205

A wide variety of baseball cards from the 1970s-1980s. All cards
are in overall good condition, however, some cards do have slight
bowing and storage wear visible on the edges of the cards. See
pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Vintage to Modern Baseball Cards Lot206

Seventeen NASA Tech Briefs magazines from the late 1990s to the
early 2000s All magazines are in overall fine condition, but some
do display signs of storage wear on the covers and spines. See
pictures for further condition details.

1NASA Tech Briefs Magazine Lot207

This lot features a vintage Reeve Electrical Alarm bell from
Brooklyn, New York. Alarm is untested. Alarm bell appears to be in
good condition with cosmetic blemishes such as scratches or scuffs
to the painted surfaces. Alarm shows signs of rust in sporadic

1Vintage Alarm Bell208

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT # QTY
areas. Please see pictures for further detailed conditions.

A lot featuring a 1886 GAR Senior Vice President medal pin and an
Army Humanitarian Service medal. The GAR pin is in decent
condition, the fabric has discoloration from age and some wear
showing on the sides. The metal of the medal shows signs of aging
and perhaps rust. The pin clasp is still intact and in working order.
The Service medal is in good condition with some general signs of
age and little to no scratches or scuffs. It is missing both pin clasp
and fabric band. Please see pictures for further detailed conditions.

1Historic Medal Lot of (2)209

Seventeen NASA Tech Briefs magazines from the late 1990s to the
early 2000s All magazines are in overall fine condition, but some
do display signs of storage wear on the covers and spines. See
pictures for further condition details.

1NASA Tech Briefs Magazine Lot210

This lot features a collection of assorted tickets from various
Olympic sporting events from the 80's, 90's and 2000's. Tickets
vary but are in good condition. Please see photos for further
detailed conditions. You get all pictured.

1Olympic Ticket Lot211

4 Tickets for the 1984 Olympics closing ceremony in LA. Tickets
are in great condition with no creases, major tears, or scratches.
Tickets are used and stamped as "Not for Resale". Please see
pictures for further detailed conditions. You get all pictured.

1Olympic Closing Ceremony Tickets212

Including split geodes, selenite, quartz crystals, mica, and more!
Condition varies from item to item. You get all pictured.

1Gem and Mineral Variety Lot213

Twenty-one baseball cards circa 1950s. Conditions of all cards
vary, however, most display some sort of storage and age wear as
shown along the edges of the cards. You get all pictured.

1Vintage 1950s Baseball Card Lot214

A mixture of both NASA Facts and NASA Educational Briefs
publications. All items are in overall great condition with very minor
storage wear being present on some of the items along the edges
of the papers. See pictures for further condition details. You get all
pictured.

1NASA Facts & Educational Briefs Lot215

Three risque Heads or Tails coins. All coins are in overall good
condition. You get all pictured.

1Risque Heads or Tails Coins Lot of (3)216

Includes autographs by Carl E. Walz, David C. Hilmers, Richard O.
Covey, George Nelson, Frederick H. Hauck, Norman E. Thagard,
Steven L. Smith, Jerry L. Ross, Eileen Collins, and Charles
Berryman. CoAs are not present with these items, however, Back
to the Past Collectibles believes these items to be genuine. You

1Astronaut & Aerospace Autographs217

LOT # QTY
get all pictured.

Twenty-one baseball cards circa 1950s. Conditions of all cards
vary, however, most display some sort of storage and age wear as
shown along the edges of the cards. You get all pictured.

1Vintage 1950s Baseball Card Lot218

This lot features a NASA Outstanding Leadership Medal, a Port
Canaveral Commemorative Coin, and a gold-plated shuttle
pinback. The Medal is in good condition with very little signs of
wear and some signs of age. The pin comes displayed in a plastic
envelope that is of good condition. The commemorative coin is of
good condition and shows light signs of storage wear and comes in
a good conditioned plastic sleeve. The Pin is also of good condition
with light signs of storage wear. Please see pictures for further
details.

1NASA Commemorative Lot of (3)219

3 rackets. Includes a Maureen Connolly Wilson Stylist model, Jack
Kramer Wilson and a Magnan Overhead. Varied wear as pictured.

1Antique Tennis Racket Lot220

Cosmicar Pentax 16mm 1:1.4 C Mount lens is in great condition.
Lens is free of any nicks, scratches or dings. Its barrel is free from
scratches and has both lens caps. Please see pictures for further
detail of the condition. Lens was untested.

1Cosmicar/Pentax 16mm TV Lens221

This lot features a 1969 Bronze Medallion commemorating the
Apollo 11 and showcases Neil Armstrong, Buzz Aldrin, and Michael
Collins heads on one side and JFK and his speech on the other.
The coin is In good condition with minimal to no signs of wear. The
coin is stored in a plastic sleeve that has some light scratches or
wear to it. The pins included are gold-plated shuttle pinbacks and
are of good condition. The pins show light signs of wear. Please
see pictures for further detailed conditions.

1NASA Commemorative Medallion and Pins222

This lot features a collection of assorted tickets from various
Olympic sporting events from the 80's, 90's and 2000's. Tickets
vary but are in good condition. Please see photos for further
detailed conditions. You get all pictured.

1Olympic Ticket Lot223

A wide variety of baseball cards from the 1970s-1990s and more!
Featuring some holographic cards and a 1989 Mike Greenwell
token. The conditions of all items vary. See pictures for further
condition details. You get all pictured.

1Vintage to Modern Baseball Cards Lot224

Poosh-M-Up games. Lot of 2. Each is 12 1/4" x 22 1/2". One has a
wood frame, the other is wood. Balls not included. These make
great display pieces. Wear as pictured.

1Antique Pinball/Bagatelle Lot225

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT # QTY

New in sealed package. 1/35 scale. From the Estes Master
Modeler series.

1Mercury Atlas Estes Model Rocket226

This lot features multiple fossils including coral, shells, and oceanic
rock. All fossils are of good condition with variances from fossil to
fossil. Small fossils are kept in containers or bags that are of
decent conditions with no rips or breakage. Please see photos for
more detailed conditions.

1Aquatic Fossil227

August 15th , 1949 and (1) blank menu lunch/dinner menu. The
front cover features CKLW advertising/reading material about the
first steamboat on the Great Lakes. Sander's ice cream is featured
on the back cover. Excellent condition.

1Sanders August 1949 Restaurant Menu Lot /CKLW228

Twenty-one baseball cards circa 1950s. Conditions of all cards
vary, however, most display some sort of storage and age wear as
shown along the edges of the cards. You get all pictured.

1Vintage 1950s Baseball Card Lot229

4 rackets. Includes a Jimmy Connors Wilson racket, Ellsworth
Vines Wilson Professional Model, Jet Power and a Rosemary
Casals Spalding.

1Antique Tennis Racket Lot230

This lot features a well preserved Onychocrinus Ulirichi Crinoid
from Mississippi, multiple Brachiopods, and Echinoids The Crinoid
is roughly 3x2.25 inches and is well preserved with no cracks to the
foundation and lays in its own padded box with no lid. The
Brachiopods vary in size and condition and come loose but are in
overall good condition. The echinoid is in good condition and
comes in its own plastic bag with specimen label. Please see
pictures for more detailed conditions.

1Cinoid and Miscellaneous Fossil Lot231

This lot features 4 vintage staplers and 2 boxes of assorted
staples. The staplers all appear to be in various condition. Staple
boxes are in good condition with signs of age and use wear. One
box exhibits a small tear near the opening. Please see pictures for
further detailed conditions. You get everything pictured.

1Vintage Stapler Lot of (4)232

3 bells of various sizes. Untested. Wear as pictured.
1Vintage Wall Mount Bell/Alarm Lot233

Three travel certificates celebrating crossing certain destination
crossover points. Featuring a KLM Royal Dutch Airlines, an
Imperium Neptuni Regis, and a U.S.S. Duxbury Bay certificate. The
KLM Royal Dutch Airlines certificate measures approximately 8
3/4" x 12" for size reference. All items are in overall nice condition,
but there are some signs of storage and age wear visible through
discolored edges, slight staining, and torn edges as seen on the

1Travel Certificates Lot of (3)234

LOT # QTY
U.S.S. Duxbury Bay certificate. See pictures for further condition
details. You get all pictured.

October 24th , 1949 lunch/dinner menu. The front cover features
CKLW advertising/reading material about the Detroit City Hall
statues. Sander's ice cream is featured on the back cover.
Excellent condition.

1Sanders October 1949 Restaurant Menu/CKLW235

Three Unforgettaball Baseballs. All items are contained in a plastic
display box and are still factory sealed but there slight scratching is
present on the sides of the display boxes. You get all pictured.

1Unforgettaball Baseball Lot of (3)236

Model TC. We have plugged this in and it warms up, but it is
otherwise untested. This comes with the original box.

1Premier Professional Photo Print Dryer237

4 rackets. Includes a Wilson Alice Marble (Famous Player Series),
MacGregor Intercollegiate, J.C. Higgins Whiz and a Dayton brand.
Varied wear as pictured.

1Antique Tennis Racket Lot238

Limited edition. Marked #25/200This wall plaque has a flown HRSI
heat tile piece from the orbiter wing encased in a plastic pyramid. It
is in nice shape with some minor wear.

1Discovery Shuttle Flown Heat Tile Display239

4 volumes. Complete. The books have some wear as pictured.
1National Geographic Magazine Bound Volumes 1938-40240

This aquatic suspension feeder fossil measures approximately 3" x
2" x 1" with the slab and is in overall great condition and kept in a
protective plastic display box. The display box is in overall good
condition but does have some storage wear evident. See pictures
for further condition details.

1Fossilized Crinoid Specimen241

Complete pool table inside. The balls are ceramic and it comes
with everything you need to set this up for display or play. The
briefcase itself does have some storage wear as pictured.

1Vintage Briefcase Pool Table242

Approximately 6 1/2" x 5 3/4" x 3". Nice condition with little wear.
Untested.

1Weston Direct Current Antique Ammeter243

This lot features a collection of space related books. Books all vary
in condition. Please see photos for further detailed conditions.

1Space Book Lot244

September 12th, 1949 lunch/dinner menu. The front cover features
CKLW advertising/reading material about the first night watch in
Detroit. Sander's ice cream cones are featured on the back cover.
Excellent condition.

1Sanders September 1949 Restaurant Menu/CKLW245
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This lot features a collection of signed photos from Astronauts or
Aerospace workers Charles Precourt, Jean-Francois Clervoy,
William F. Readdy, Thomas D. Jones, Anthony W. England, Brian
Duffy, and Mark C Lee. All photographs are in good condition and
come in their own plastic sleeves. Sleeves are in good condition as
well with minimal to no scratches or scuffs. Please see pictures for
further detailed conditions.

1Astronaut and Aerospace Autographs246

A lot featuring a variety of books all centered around Zeppelins and
Airships. Books are from various decades and are of all different
conditions. Please see pictures for further detailed conditions. You
get all pictured.

1Aircraft and Airship Book Lot247

This roll top case has trays inside to protect film and supplies. It
measures 12" x 9". This is in great structural condition with some
wear to the outside as pictured.

1Brumberger Roll Top Metal Case For Film248

4 volumes. Complete. The books have some wear as pictured.
1National Geographic Magazine Bound Volumes 1936/37249

All items are new in package. You get all pictured
1Model Rocket Box Lot250

A variety of gaming and collectible figures. Unpainted. You get all
pictured. Excellent condition.

1Lead/Metal Miniatures Lot251

Metal Racket. Autographed by Rod Laver. This comes with a
protective case. Wear as pictured.

1Rod Laver Signed Chemold Tennis Racket252

An official German Olympic certificate which was meant to be
issued after the 1936 Summer Olympics in Berlin which measures
8 1/2" x 11 3/4". On the middle of the document exists a signature
from Adolf Hitler with an additional unknown signature on the
bottom right side, and on the left a Reichsadler of Nazi Germany is
embossed in the paper. A Certificate of Authenticity does not come
with this item, but Back to the Past Collectibles believes the
signature to be genuine. This item is in overall great condition, but
there is are two very minor bows in both the lower left and right
hand side of the document. See pictures for condition details.

11936 Berlin Olympics W/ Signature253

Box Lot. Untested, but this looks to be in nice shape. You get all
pictured.

1Model Railroad G Scale Track/Accessory Lot254
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